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Data set triggering overview 

Tivoli Workload Scheduler for z/OS 

Tivoli Workload Scheduler for z/OS ® data set triggering overview. 

This training module provides a high level overview of the data set triggering feature of 
Tivoli Workload Scheduler for z/OS. Data set triggering is part of Tivoli Workload 
Scheduler for z/OS 8.5 Event Driven Workload Automation (EDWA). 
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Data set triggering overview 

� Changes the availability status of a special resource when a specific 
data set is closed 

Can work with event-triggered tracking to dynamically add an application to the 
Tivoli Workload Scheduler for z/OS current plan 

� Intercepts SMF records that are related to the closing of a data set 
� Creates a data set trigger special resource availability event 

� Is a type S event 

� Requires the definition and implementation of data set triggering criteria 
definitions within Tivoli Workload Scheduler for z/OS 
� Used by tracker started task and subsystem 

� Uses the same event tracking data flow that Tivoli Workload Scheduler 
for z/OS uses for other job-tracking events 

Data set triggering overview . 

Data set triggering changes the availability status of a special resource when a specific 
data set is closed. Data set triggering can also add an application to the Tivoli Workload 
Scheduler for z/OS current plan when a specific data set is closed. A data set that is 
defined as a candidate for data set triggering is represented by a special resource 
definition within Tivoli Workload Scheduler for z/OS. Data set triggering can cause a 
special resource availability event. The event-triggered tracking feature of Tivoli Workload 
Scheduler for z/OS processes the event to get an application dynamically added to the 
current plan. 

Event recording begins by intercepting and examining System Management Facilities 
(SMF) data set close records using an SMF-provided exit point. Intercepting these SMF 
records can result in the creation of a Tivoli Workload Scheduler for z/OS type S data set 
triggered special resource availability event record. The tracker subsystem compares the 
name of the closed data set to the data set triggering criteria definitions that it has 
available before creating a type S event record. If the name and definitions match, the 
tracker subsystem creates a type S event record. 

The event records creation and tracking process is the same general event tracking 
process that is used by Tivoli Workload Scheduler for z/OS for other job-tracking events. 
An explanation of the data flow for the events creation and tracking process is available on 
a subsequent slide in this module. 

A different process is available for data set triggering on Unix System Services (USS), 
Hierarchical File System (HFS), and z/OS File System (ZFS) files. You can find 
information about the process in the Filewatch implementation for USS training module. 
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Data set triggering Type S event recording 
1. The Tivoli Workload Scheduler for z/OS tracker subsystem records the initial 

data set close event as a type S event in memory 
� The SMF exit routine named IEFU83 intercepts the data set close 

SMF record and invokes the tracker subsystem 
� The tracker subsystem records the event into a system memory area 

called extended common service area (ECSA) if the event meets the 
data set triggering selection criteria 

2. A type S event record is written to the tracker started task address space 
event data set 
� The event record is removed from the ECSA writer queue by the 

Tivoli Workload Scheduler for z/OS tracker started task event writer 
task 

� The event record is written to the tracker started task event data set 
by an event writer task 

� The tracker started task event data set DD name is EQQEVDS 

Data set triggering type S event recording. 

The first step of event recording is the recording of a data set close event into the 
Extended Common Service Area (ECSA) memory writer queue (WTRQ). This initial type S 
event record is based on the discovery of a data set close activity through the use of a 
SMF provided exit point and several specific SMF enabled records. The SMF exit routine 
IEFU83 invokes the tracker subsystem after the routine intercepts a data set close SMF 
record. The tracker subsystem compares the data set name provided by the SMF record 
to the data set triggering selection criteria that the tracker subsystem has available. If the 
name matches the criteria, the entry is written into ECSA. 

In the second step the tracker started task address space event writer removes the type S 
event from the ECSA writer queue. The event writer writes a type S event record into the 
tracker started task event data set. The event data set has a DD name of EQQEVDS in 
the tracker started task JCL. 
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Data set triggering setup overview 

� SMF requires SYS1.PARMLIB setup 
�SMF exit routine IEFU83 

�SMF records 14,15, 64 

�See the SMF setup training module for details 

� Data set trigger selection criteria definitions must be 
supplied to the tracker 
�For information about the assembled macros, see the EQQDSLST 

Implementation training module 

�For information about the XML definitions and event driven workload 
automation (EDWA), see the XML Implementation training module 

�You can use the assembled macros and XML concurrently 

Data set triggering setup overview. 

The event recording described on the previous slide has two areas of setup support. The 
first area of support is the SMF setup. You set up SMF in SYS1.PARMLIB to intercept the 
SMF data set close records using the SMF provided exit point. This setup includes the 
IEFU83 exit routine and the three SMF data set close records numbered 14,15, and 64. 
The second area of setup support is the creation and implementation of data set trigger 
selection criteria for the tracker started task and tracker subsystem. 

Two methods are available for defining the selection criteria. The first method uses one or 
more assembled EQQLSENT macros, which contain the data set names and other 
selection criteria. These macros, provided by Tivoli Workload Scheduler for z/OS, are 
assembled into the EQQJCLIB data set in member EQQDSLST. The tracker started task 
reads the member EQQDSLST at the first startup only or after the operator issues an MVS 
console modify command. See the training module EQQDSLST Implementation for 
details. 

The second and newer method provided with Tivoli Workload Scheduler for z/OS 8.5 is to 
define the data set triggering criteria in XML definitions. A job processes the definitions 
and distributes them to the tracker started task as member EQQEVLST of the data set 
EQQJCLIB. This newer method is part of Event Driven Workload Automation (EDWA). 
See the training module XML Implementation for details. 

A tracker started task and subsystem can use the EQQDSLST and EQQEVLST methods 
at the same time. If both members are present, they are merged. 
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Data set triggering event flow 
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Data set triggering event flow. 

This slide depicts an overview of the data flow for a data set close event that results in a 
data set trigger event. Assume that the SMF setup has been done. Also assume that data 
set trigger definitions are in either EQQDSLST or EQQEVLST and are available to the 
tracker started task JCL using the DD name EQQJCLIB. The tracker and controller started 
tasks have also been started. 

The tracker started task event writer task loads the merged EQQEVLST and EQQDSLST 
members from EQQJCLIB into ECSA when the tracker started task address space is 
started for the first time after an IPL. A data set closes on the z/OS system and SMF 
produces an SMF record type 14, 15, or 64. SMF invokes the IEFU83 exit routine passing 
the SMF record to the exit routine. The IEFU83 exit routine invokes the tracker subsystem 
EQQSSCMH event-creation module and passes the SMF record information to it. 
EQQSSCMH compares the data set name in the SMF record to the data set trigger 
selection criteria in ECSA. 

If the name matches the criteria, the tracker subsystem event-creation module 
EQQSSCMH records the type S data set close event into the writer queue of ECSA. The 
tracker event writer task in the tracker started task address space removes the type S 
entry from ECSA and writes a type S event record into the tracker started task event data 
set. 

The tracker started task notifies the controller started task that the event has occurred 
using an event reader task and whatever communications method has been configured: 
XCF, NCF, or TCP/IP. If shared DASD is used, the controller reads the tracker event data 
set using a controller-based event reader task, as indicated by the dashed arrow on the 
slide. The controller updates special resource availability status. Event-triggered tracking 
adds an application to the current plan. 
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Summary 

You should now be able to describe the components 
and data flow associated with the implementation 
of Tivoli Workload Scheduler for z/OS data set 
triggering 

Summary. 

In Summary you should now be able to describe the components and data flow associated 
with the implementation of Tivoli Workload Scheduler for z/OS data set triggering. 
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Feedback 

Your feedback is valuable 
You can help improve the quality of IBM Education Assistant content to better 

meet your needs by providing feedback. 

� Did you find this module useful? 

� Did it help you solve a problem or answer a question? 

� Do you have suggestions for improvements? 

Click to send e-mail feedback: 

mailto:iea@us.ibm.com?subject=Feedback_about_data-set-triggering-overview.ppt 

This module is also available in PDF format at: ../data-set-triggering-overview.pdf 

You can help improve the quality of IBM Education Assistant content by providing 
feedback. 
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